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A. Life is fraught with ________________ and _____________. 
B. There are many things that fall into _________ areas. 
C. Are you your ____________ ____________?  ______ you are. 
D. Instead of judging each other, we should make a commitment not to do anything 

that would _________ our brother or sister. 
E. Paul used two words to describe the harm we might cause: ____________ _______ 

and ____________. 
F. Paul concedes with the __________ that they are _________ on the basic issue. 
G. How might the strong destroy the weak? 
 1. The peer pressure might cause the weak to violate their _____________. 
 2. The strong may cause the weak to be driven from the __________ altogether. 
H. Paul reminds them that these who may be harmed are people Jesus ________ for. 
I. Paul encourages the strong to reorder their ____________ so that ___________ 

values take precedence over ____________ interest, pleasure and _____________. 
J. Living with kingdom values will lead to __________ and the ___________ up of 

one another. 
K. Paul emphasizes that it is best not to do anything that will cause a brother or sister 

to ____________. 
L. Paul urges the strong to keep their _______________ to themselves. 
M. Paul urges the weak that if they have __________, they should not ________. 
N. Principles for Navigating Disputable Matters: 
 1. The Principle of ______________ 
 2. The Principle of ______________ 
 3. The Principle of ______________ 
 4. The Principle of ______________ 
O. Important things to keep in mind: 
 1. Right _____________ and _____________ matter. 
 2. -essentials _____________, and in all things 
   
 3. Love will help us __________ and _________ as genuine the faith of others. 
 4. No one should violate their ________________. 
 5. God is always __________, but I am _________. 
 
 
 

Answer Key:  A. disagreements, conflicts.  B. grey.  
E. stumbling, block, pitfall.  F. strong, right.  G.1. conscience.  G.2. faith.  H. died.  I. selfish, 
freedom.  J. peace, building.  K. stumble.  L. convictions.  M. doubts, eat.  N.1. Liberty.           
N.2. Conscience.  N.3. Peace.  N.4. Silence.  O.1. doctrine, practice.  O.2. unity, liberty, charity.  
O.3. respect, accept.  O.4. conscience.  O.5. right, not.   


